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1. Introduction

The following brief notes are intended to set out preliminary thoughts on the listed buildings and
structures within the Knab site following a visual walk round inspection on 31st July 2017 as part of the
masterplanning exercise being led by 7N Architects. The inspection was carried out in conjunction
with Dominic Echlin of David Narro Associates (DNA) who are the structural and civil engineering
consultants appointed to the team.
Please note that no exposure works have been carried out nor has any inspection of concealed or
hidden parts of the buildings been undertaken. The following notes are based on a visual inspection
carried out from ground level only and on limited archive and record information available at the time
of writing.
These preliminary notes should be read in conjunction with those prepared by DNA ref.17.0621.
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2. General

The Knab site occupies a substantial part of a headland forming the eastmost part of the town of
Lerwick and, until recently, the site was occupied by the Anderson High School, including accommodation blocks for students outwith the immediate area. A new school Campus has just been completed and the site is now vacant and the subject of a masterplanning exercise intended to set out the
parameters for achieving a high standard of urban design and placemaking.
The site is located in the east part of Lerwick; it lies just outwith the Lerwick Lanes Conservation Area
but includes a number of listed buildings. Listed buildings within the site are as follows:
• Anderson High School (formerly Anderson Educational Institute) including wings, boundary
walls, railing and gate piers. Built 1860-1, alterations 1924. Category B listed.
• Bruce Hostel with terraces, boundary walls, entrance arch, gates and gate piers. Built 1914-23,
Category B-listed.
• Janet Courtney Hostel and Terrace. Built 1939. Category B listed
According to the brief, the masterplan must ensure that a strategic approach is taken to the provision
of the built-form, infrastructure and other site requirements. The brief also makes repeated reference
to a need for the listed buildings to be retained and re-used; tourist accommodation/hotel use is put
forward as a potential re-use option for at least some of the listed buildings on the site and this is
briefly commented upon below.
In addition, there are large areas of open space within and surrounding the existing site and the brief
puts forward a desire for some of these to be retained.
Map 1 overleaf shows the extent of the site and the various buildings within it
Historic Environment Scotland are understood to have carried out a site visit in May 2016. This was
followed up in writing with comments on the existing listed buildings, potential future uses of both the
building and the site as a whole and these are referred to under each relevant heading below.
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Map. 1: Extent of the development site
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3. Early Site Development

The Knab lies to the east side of Lerwick, forming a headland that dominates the south approach to
Bressay Sound. The site itself forms the central portion of The Knab and has been occupied since
the mid-nineteenth century by the Anderson High School Campus, which has grown and evolved
considerably since it was first established. The oldest building on the site is the original Anderson
high School building which dates from 1861. This stood alone for many years until construction of the
Bruce Hostel was finally completed in 1923. Following expansion, the need for separate dormitory
facilities for boys was recognised through construction of the Janet Courtney hostel in 1939.
Since then, the campus site has evolved in a rather haphazard fashion in response to changing educational needs, though the majority of the buildings date from the 1970s.
The maps below give a diagrammatic representation of the evolution of the site since the late nineteenth century.

Fig. 1 1878-1884

Fig. 2 1900-1901
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Fig. 3 1928-1929

Fig. 4 1959
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Fig. 5 Present day
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4. The Listed Buildings

As referred to above there are 3 listed buildings on the site, all of which are category B listed.
Category B listed buildings are briefly defined by HES as those of regional or more than local importance or major examples of their period, style or buildings type which may have been altered.
Although each building is category B listed by HES in its own right, taken together they may be said
to possess further value as a group representing the social and educational development of Shetland
from 1860 onwards.
The boundaries of the area the Development Brief covers and the location within the site of the 3
listed buildings are highlighted in Map 2 below.

Map 2. Listed Buildings on the site (in blue)
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5. Anderson High School

The original Anderson High School building, formerly the Anderson Institute, dates from 1860–61 was a gift to Shetland by the
shipping magnate Arthur Anderson. Despite later alterations and
being surrounded on all four sides by later buildings, the Anderson
Institute has been and remains as the centrepiece of the school
campus.
Described as ‘a sprawling Scottish Mansion’ it generally comprises
an asymmetrically planned two-storey building of traditional constructional form with solid masonry walls and pitched slated roofs,
and features square and octagonal towers and a Gothic traceried oriel window facing east over Bressay Sound. An extension of
broadly similar constructional form was added to the rear in 1924.
Internally, the building retains it’s original cellular layout and most
of it’s original features including a hammerbeam roof in the library,
a double height galleried hallway and original pitch pine balustrading and wainscoting throughout.
A copy of the full HES statutory list entry for the Anderson high
School building is included in Appendix 1.
It should be noted that the listing covers not only the building itself, but also the boundary walls, railings and gatepiers fronting
Twageos Road to the east.
The category B listing recognises the Anderson Institute as being of regional or more than local importance and the Statement
of Significance contained in its listing entry recognises it’s social
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and educational importance to Shetlanders and considers it to be
‘Lerwick’s most important 19th century building’. The contribution
it makes to Lerwick’s townscape is also noted, describing it as a
‘striking feature of (the) skyline’.
The HES comments in the Site Development Brief state that any
redevelopment of this building should retain it’s key internal spaces
and architectural features. These include:
• Both stairwells, each of which feature the original pitch pine
balustrading and v-jointed timber linings to dado height
• Double height galleried hallway, again with original pitch
pine balustrading, timber lining boards to dado height and
timber lantern light over
• The double height library, which has an ornate timber hammerbeam roof
• Original timber windows, some featuring Gothic details
With regard to potential suitable uses for the building, the HES
comments in the brief also express a desire for the building to be
retained in a public or semi public use.
Conversion to such use, while also meeting the requirements of
HES referred to above, appears eminently achievable but will as
always present a number of challenges in terms of complying with
statutory legislation and fitness for purpose. Such challenges are
likley to include a need to considerably upgrade the thermal and
acoustic performance of the building, provide enhanced accessibility and improve fire separation and safety in the event of fire.
Any future development should involve removal of the 1970’s link
to the rear and indeed of the various other modern accretions immediately surrounding the building. Internal intrusive elements
should likewise be removed as far as possible.
In overall terms the building appears to be in reasonably good condition, with no major defects evident. The condition of the building
has already been reported upon by David Narro Associates and we
would endorse the findings and recommendations this sets out.
Attention is drawn again to two areas of water penetration into
the building that are likely to be causing damage to historic fabric
and present a risk of rot and decay to roof and other timbers: one
to the north side of the library, probably resulting from faulty or
defective leadwork at the junction with the tower; and the other
below the south gable, which is again likely to relate to faulty leadwork at the abutment with the chimney or skew wall. Both should
be inspected and repaired as soon as possible to prevent further
more serious problems developing.
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6. Bruce Hostel

The category B-listed Bruce Hostel is said to date from 1919, construction having first commenced in 1914, though not completed
until 1923. Like the Anderson Institute, the building was gifted
to Shetland, this time by Robert Bruce of Sumburgh. Arranged
over two storeys and an attic level, it was originally built to provide
boarding accommodation for school students from all over Shetland and until relatively recently it continued to do so. In recent
years, however, a number of factors conspired to see it’s use as a
hostel discontinued and since then only the ground floor accommodation has been kept in use with access to the upper levels
blocked off.
The symmetrical 3-bay frontage features classical details, with the
recessed central entrance set behind Tuscan columns, each side
of which is a large canted bay window with pedimented first floor
windows above. Gabled three-storey wings project at the rear, giving a U-shaped plan form within which a modern escape stair enclosure has been added.
In constructional terms, the external walls of the building consist of
harled masonry with polished ashlar stone dressings and details.
The roofs are primarily pitched and slated, though the main central
block has a flat platform roof likely to have been covered originally
with sheet lead.
Internally, the building retains it’s original cellular plan layout and
indeed much of it’s character. Many original features are still present, including fireplaces, joinery and decorative plasterwork. The
original timber stair and balustrading also still remain, this featuring
panelled newels and stringers, herringbone pattern soffits and incised heart detailing.
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A copy of the full HES statutory list entry for the Bruce hostel is
included in Appendix 1.
It should be noted that the protection offered by listing covers not
only the building itself but also the surrounding boundary walls,
entrance archway, gates and gatepiers. In addition, though not
specifically mentioned in the listing entry, it would also appear to
include the outbuilding to the immediate south west.
The HES comments in the Site Development Brief state that any
redevelopment of this building should retain the sizes and features
of the principal rooms on the main (ground) floor. The wood panelling and central stair case are also specifically mentioned and
would be expected to remain, as would most other original features.
With regard to potential suitable new uses for the building, HES
suggest a hotel may be the best way of giving future life to the
building whilst still preserving the larger rooms and their features.
Such a use is indeed achievable and appropriate, though once
again will as always present a number of challenges in terms of
complying with statutory legislation and fitness for purpose. These
challenges will include a need to considerably upgrade the thermal
and acoustic performance of the building, provide enhanced accessibility in and around the building and improve fire separation
and safety.
Any future development should consider the removal and making
good of the link to the north and also, if possible, the rather ugly
and obtrusive lift/stair enclosure to the rear (west), which overpowers the two gabled elevations either side. The building would
also benefit from the removal of various other modern accretions
immediately surrounding it and internal intrusive elements should
likewise be removed as far as possible.
In terms of condition, the building has clearly been rather neglected over recent years but remains basically sound. The development brief states the Bruce Hostel to be in the worst condition of
all buildings on the site and refers to an estimated cost of approximately £1M to bring it ‘up to a condition where the masonry is
sound and the roof and glazing are free from defects’, mentioning
that this ‘would not allow for internal works’. Given the size and
nature of the building and our experience of repairing and refurbishing other listed buildings in Shetland, we do not consider this
estimate to be unreasonable.
Some signs of past water penetration were noted, though we saw
no evidence of serious ongoing leakage or roof failure. Again, the
condition of the building has already been reported upon by David
Narro Associates and we would endorse the findings and recommendations this sets out. Routine maintenance tasks including the
removal of vegetation from gutters etc should also be put in hand
soon, otherwise further more serious damage may be caused to
original fabric.
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7. Janet Courtney Hostel

Category B-listed and dating from 1939, Janet Courtney Hostel
comprises a 3-storey, 9-bay asymmetrical flat roofed ‘modernist’
building with overlapping planes and Art Deco influenced tower
and other details. Like both the Anderson Institute and the Bruce
Hostel, this building was gifted to the community, this time by the
Carnegie UK Trust. Janet Courtney Hostel was first built to provide
boarding accommodation for male pupils and until recently continued to serve this function.
A copy of the full HES statutory list entry for the Janet Courtney
Hostel is included in Appendix 1.
A copy of the original drawings is also included as Appendix 2 to
this document.
The construction is understood to comprise cement rendered brick
masonry cavity external walls with solid concrete floors, supported on a combination of solid brick internal walls and partition and
some possibly concrete or concrete encased steel beams spanning onto the internal and external walls. All parts of the building
have flat roofs covered with mastic asphalt which in some places
appear to have been overlaid with more modern coverings.
The external walls of the building are covered with masonry paint,
which imposes a rather costly ongoing maintenance burden. This
paint is beginning to show signs of deterioration and redecoration
will be required in the relatively near future. It should be noted
that many masonry paints inhibit breathability of the building fabric and consideration should be given to using a vapour permeable
mineral-based or similar coating in the future.
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In condition terms, this building appears to have been well-maintained, with no obvious signs of serious or significant defects evident. Again, the condition of this building has already been reported upon by David Narro Associates and we would endorse
the findings and recommendations this makes. The DNA report
makes reference to a recent programme of repairs involving the replacement of corroded metal wall ties in the external walls, though
adds that this is not uncommon in buildings of this type and age.
Currently there are no immediate signs of any further cracking to
the external walls that would suggest an ongoing problem of this
nature exists.
A projecting band course above the ground floor windows appears
to have been problematic in the past, with a sloping timber capping having been fitted over, presumably in an effort to shed rainwater and prevent dampness staining. This capping is now split,
decaying and of poor appearance: it’s removal and replacement
with a lead or similar covering should be considered. A similar covering applied over the entrance canopy would prevent dampness
staining and vegetation growth.
The external appearance of this building has changed little since
it was built in 1939. The HES comments in the Development Brief
make a valid point that if re-development in the vicinity of this
building was to occur it would be desirable to see it positioned so
as to open up the views of the main facade and be more sensitive
to promoting the clean lines of the original building than present.
The development brief states that only the façade of this building
is listed – not the internal layout – and as such goes on to suggest
that of the three listed buildings on the site it is this one that has
most options available for future re-use. There is, however, nothing
in the listing entry to confirm this and it is important to check the
position regarding the extent of protection currently provided to
this building. That said, the interior is generally rather plain and unassuming and we would not envisage the local planning authority
or HES to raise many objections to internal re-arrangement and
adaptation of this building. As referred to in the DNA report, however, most of the internal partition walls appear to be of solid masonry construction and it is unclear which of these provide support
to the floors at each level. Further investigation is therefore required to confirm the constructional and structural arrangement of
this building and establish the extent to which it might be altered
internally in the future.
A modern single-storey extension exists to the rear south corner
and, like the other listed buildings on the site, it is adjoined to other
later school buildings to the east and west via 1970’s link corridors.
These have a negative effect on the quality and significance of the
original and would be best removed and original fabric made good
as necessary. Other modern accretions immediately surrounding
it and intrusive elements internally should likewise be removed as
far as possible. As suggested by HES, any new extensions would
be best attached by a smaller link section rather than directly to
the original building.
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8. Setting and context

Key views to and from the listed buildings are from/to the east
over gently sloping lawned areas towards Bressay Sound. Historic Environment Scotland has indicated its preference for these to
remain as open space. The boundary walls, railings and gate piers
etc that enclose these areas form part of the listing and should also
be retained.
Significant improvement to the setting of the listed buildings
would be achieved through removal of the existing ‘huts’ and other
modern accretions surrounding each. The Anderson High School
building would undoubtedly gain most from the removal of these
buildings, which at present significantly obscure and detract from
it’s overall quality and appearance.
Whilst the open space to the east of the 3 listed buildings should
therefore be maintained, there is considerable scope for new development to the west. Due to the topography of the site, buildings of reasonable height could be accommodated in this location
without unduly affecting the distinctive silhouette of the three listed buildings.
The 1970’s buildings are not particularly sympathetic in terms of
scale, material finish or design to the listed buildings. Re-development on the same foot print might be acceptable, though some
attempt to make them more sympathetic to the listed buildings
would be expected including, for example, restraint or reduction
in the height of any new development and also curtailment of the
current footprint to bring it back to the building line of the Anderson Institute.
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8. Summary

The listed buildings on the site are of considerable significance, both individually and as a group, despite
their contrasting styles. Although all possess some architectural merit, the Anderson Institute in particular, their significance may be said to lie primarily in their social and historical connections to generations
of Shetlanders, each having been in continuous use by the public since opening. They are also significant
in terms of their prominence to the Lerwick townscape, especially when viewed from the east. As such,
there should be an underlying conservation approach to all proposals to adapt, extend or repair them.
This approach should ideally involve preparation of a Conservation Statement on each building which should precede and inform any development. A Conservation Statement sets out
the historical development and provides an assessment of the heritage significance of a building. Once this significance is established, informed decisions can be made which will enable that significance to be retained or enhanced. A clear understanding of the nature and
degree of the significance of each building and its component parts will not only suggest constraints on future action, if necessary, but it will also identify opportunities for improved use.
In the meantime, however, this brief initial assessment makes reference to various comments by Historic Environment Scotland in the Development Brief and also points to a number of other issues
which should be given early consideration in any proposals to redevelop the site.
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Appendix

Appendix 1: HES Listing Entries
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